CORE COMPETENCIES

Territory Instruments specializes in Sales, Installation & Calibration Service of Instrumentation equipment in the Oil & Gas industry. We provide Process Control optimization via instrumentation and electrical engineering support, from the feasibility stage through to maintenance. Our services are tailored to match client's specific needs, consistent with international standards and hands on approach to ensure prompt delivery and high level of customer satisfaction.

HISTORY

Territory Instruments was formed in the year 2000 and today it continues to be NT owned and operated. We employ professional, component staff as well as partaking in apprenticeship training to bring new, skilled individuals in to the field. Territory Instruments is committed to an indigenous employment outcomes developed and outlined in our Strategy. Our office is located in Darwin and facilitates sales and service throughout the entire NT region, Northern Australia and South-East Asia.

QUALITY

Territory Instruments Maintains a quality system that complies with ISO / NZS 9001 Quality Management System, and other applicable standards, legislation. Our staff and sub-contractors are familiar with the quality and safety systems and implement the policies and procedures at all times.

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

Territory Instruments has an enviable safety record with zero lost time due to injury since 2008. Safety is an essential non negotiable value at Territory Instruments - we continually improve on and challenge the status quo, as we strive for an incident free environment.

Territory Instruments are an equal opportunities employer, providing employees with a work environment free of discrimination and harassment. We support Indigenous development and have directly empowered many families over the years through apprenticeships and administrative roles.

OUR PEOPLE

Territory Instruments currently employ's highly effective people including Project Managers, Supervisors, Instrument Technicians, Instrument Fitters and Commissioning Technicians.

Territory Instruments can also provide labour hire for these resources as required.
SERVICES

Instrument and Oil & Gas Equipment Sales - The great diversity of products found in the mining, defence, oil and gas and manufacturing industries have led us to establish strong supply relationships with most the reputable manufacturers to cover any customer requirements. We are proud to be affiliated with these world class companies:

Honeywell

Gas Detection (Fixed and Hand Held)
In conjunction with Honeywell Analytics, Territory Instruments sell, install and service a range of portable and fixed gas detection instruments.
- Honeywell Certified
- Ideal for confined spaces, spot leak testing and mobile use
- Implementation of Safety Critical Function Testing (SCFT)
- Supply of NATA certified test equipment
- Supply of calibration gas for FGS testing.

Electrical Equipment in Hazardous Areas (EEHA)
Territory Instruments provides professional services for EEHA including:
- Compilation, verification and maintenance of hazardous area dossiers
- Development of EEHA maintenance strategies
- Installation of EEHA
- Implementation of EEHA maintenance strategies

Maintenance Engineering services include:
- Development and as building of Facility Asset Registe
- Development of equipment maintenance strategies
- Meter Validations
- Metering Equipment
- Thermography programs
- Supply and support test equipment.
- Maintenance, servicing and calibration of electrical equipment and instrumentation in accordance with Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) recommendations
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INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION

Territory Instruments has a dedicated instrument calibration facility located at its main office in Darwin. On site calibrations can also be undertaken by our field technicians. All calibration equipment is NATA certified on an annual basis. Our highly trained personnel can calibrate tools, instruments, equipment and systems for a diverse range of applications across Northern Australia. With more than 20 years of experience, we have the skill and expertise to offer efficient turnaround, thorough attention to detail, and high-quality results that will give you peace of mind on your tools.

RENTAL EQUIPMENT SERVICE

Territory Instruments can provide industry leading equipment rental for a diverse range of requirements and project scopes, from one-day single item to full project equipment supply and integration consultancy. We are able to provide the most innovative test and measurement technology in combination with an assurance that if we supply it, it works. We have a rental fleet of over 200 items at our Head Office in Darwin.

We can provide a full Rental Package as a One Stop Shop for Shutdowns

INSTRUMENT INSTALLATION

Territory Instruments can undertake instrument installations at both existing facilities and greenfield sites. Instrumentation and electrical project teams can be deployed to remote sites or offshore where required.

- Trained & certified technicians for the installation and maintenance of electrical equipment in Hazardous Areas
- Provision of INLECS for maintenance, installation and commissioning activities as required
- Construction packages, rework and termination to include earth testing
- Installations of cabling, supporting structures and control platforms
- Problem identification, repair and recommendation for pro-active maintenance activities
- Removal of redundant equipment and documentation of all phases of the project
- Having technicians with experience in the commissioning of Instrument & Electrical control systems in a diverse range of processes within any environment
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